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PREFACE 
In 1)55, the Department of Agricultural Economics at the University of Nebraska 
received a three year grant from Resources for the Future, Inc. for research in the 
transition area {between intensive and extensive ·farming) of central Nebraska. The 
title of the project, "Adjustments Needed in tl1e Use of Resources in the Transition 
Area of Nebraska.," sets forth the objective. 
University staff members felt the need of help from people living in the study 
area. In 1956, a committee of 28 was set ~ to work with the people at the Uni-
versity. An effort was made to get as much of a cross section of interests as poss-
ible. 
Those responsible for selecting committee members :i.nviteJ individual partici-
pation with the following considerations in mind: 
(1) Interest in the kinds of problems involved. 
(2) Apparent open minded, objective attitude. 
(3) Expressed willingness to spend a considerable amount of time on work of 
the committee. 
{4) Past communit y activity and leadership. 
{5) Group interests which individuals would almost certainly represent because 
of their personal interests or activities. 
(6) Ability and readiness to express own opinions. 
It was felt that individual participation in group discussi~ns wo~d be better 
if the group was small. Death, occupational conflicts and other personal reasons 
caused about one-third of the original members to drop out. Not all of those con-
tinuing to serve could attend every meeting. Consequently, more committee members 
were added later to enable the operation of four subcommittees within the group. 
Fifteen day-long meetings were held during the three year period, 1956-57 
through 1958-59. The four meetings held the first year were devoted to a study of 
the situation as revealed by statistics of various kinds, by resource people, and 
by discussion within the group. The second and third years were devoted to sub-
committee work on problems which the committee had indicated at the close of the 
first year were among the mare important ones. The sections which follow constitute 
the final reports of the subcommittee wor~ during the last two years. 
The authors have tried to reflect the thinking of the various committees. How-
ever, the reports are no doubt colored to some extent by the personal feeling and 
opinions of the authors. 
The committee is aware of the magnitude of the problems discussed. No simple 
answer is possible. It is not the thought of the committee that the brief dis-
cussions constitute complete answers. They do represent a sincere effort on the 
part of conscientious and responsible citizens to think through some of the problems 
confronting them and other citizens of the study area. 
The University, and especially those who were responsible for carrying out the 
r esearch project, uish to express sincere appreciation to the individual members who 
gave so freely of their time in the committee work which made this report possible. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Land 
Much of Nebraska lies between the more humid region of the corn belt to the 
east and the semi-arid wheat and rangeland area to the west. Geographically, this 
"Transition ArE:a" is a belt between the 98th and lOOth meridian extending north and 
south across the state. It includes all or part of the countries included in the 
shaded area shown in Figure 1. 
The central section of the Trru1sition Area, including part or all of Custer, 
Vu.lley, Greeley, Sherman, Howard, Daw·son, and Buffalo counties is the area inclu.ded 
in this report. This section is known as the Central Nebraska Loess Hills and 
Canyon . It has a total land area of about 3 million acres, divided by usage into: 
Cropland 
Grassland 
Woodland 
Miscellaneous 
- 1,540,000 acres 
- 1,400,000 acres 
18,000 acres 
62,000 acres 
Much of the cropland area used for cultivation has severe limitations and 
erosion hazards. Over 600,000 acres of the cropland now cultivated is suitable 
only for permanent vegetation, with moderate to severe restrictions in use. 
The main soil profile characteristics are: (1) thin, medium textured soils u11 
hilly t o rough broken slopes; and (2) deep, medium textured or deep, moderately 
heavy soils on the gently sloping to rolling slopes. Soil erosion due to water is 
a serious problem. Erosion losses in the past have been severe, in fact so extreme 
in some areas that all one can see for miles around are the old "Buckskin" hills. 
Along with the problem of controlling soil erosion is the problem of moisture con-
servation - a practice that needs to 'be given special consideration since moisture 
i s a limiting factor in crop production. 
The Climate 
The transition area is made up of a number of factors difficult to classify, 
varying from one section of the area to another. Because of these variations, it 
is almost impossible to generalize about the area. However, climatic conditions 
are about the same, with precipitation one of the major limiting factors in agri-
cultural production. Annual precipitation ranges from about 24 inches in Howard 
County to 20 inches in Custer County. 
The irregular pattern of rainfall from year to year and the high degree of 
variation in the seasonal distribution of precipitation is the greatest problem. 
For example, annual precipitation has been less than 12 inches in Greeley County 
and more _than 42 inches in Ho~mrd Count y. The tendency for drought conditions to 
e~tend over several years makes it difficult for farmers to build sufficient feed 
and capital reserves to meet their needs during periods of low crop yields. 
Normally, the 140 to 150 day growing season is long enough to mature crops 
that are grown in the area. 
The People 
Sub-humid regions tend to be sparsely popvlated. This is generally true for 
the entire Transition Area of Nebraska.. Its population has declined during the 
past 25 years, due to the movement of people out of the area. The same trend has 
occ:nr'l:~d thr-oughout. most of the Great Plains. 
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Where agricultural lands are the chief resource, t.tlis ou"L-migration wil..L ..; v " · -
~lnue and population will continue to decline. Reference is made to p opulation 
changes in the study area in Table 1. Total population in Boone, Custer, Greeley, 
Ho•rard, Sherman, and Valley Counties declined 28 per cent from 1930 to 1950; Y farn.. 
population decl ined 41 per cent during the same period . 
T;e~ble I. Population Changes in the Central Transition Area 
Percent of Farm 
Changes from 1930 t o 1950 Operators Working 
Total Farm Non-Farm off- farm 100 days 
Population Population Population or more 
County Change Change Cllanfe 1949 1954 
Custer 
-26% -41% lo 7.4% 9-4% 
Sherman 
-3Cf/o -41% -9% 4 .6% 7 · 9% 
Valley 
-24% 
- 39% 1.5% 7 -lf/o 8.1% 
Boone 
- 27% - 36% -11% 3-5% 4.6% 
Howard 
-28% - 38% 2% 6.6% 7 -9% 
Greeley 
- 34% - 47% - 77c 4.9% 7 . 4cjo 
Buffalo 4% - 33% 3Cf/o 7-3% 10. 1% 
Dawson 8.5% -281?_ 45% 8 . 2% 11 . Cf/o 
Greeley, Custer and Sherman Counties all had more than a 40 per cent decline ill 
farm population from 1930 to 1950, with all but Dawson County experiencing at least 
a one-third reduction. Total population declines ranged from 24 to 34 per cent in 
all counties, except Buffalo and Dawson which had a slight increase. Buffalo and 
Dawson Counties had increases in non- f arm population, with maj or growth occurring 
in the larger tmms at Kearney and Lexington . g) 
A wide range of agricultural conditions are found in the state as one goes 
from eastern Nebraska, with 30 inches of annual rainfall, to the western Panhandle 
iti.th only 15 inches of moisture. In terms of average gross income per farm, the 
change from east to west is not consistent with the change in rainfall, however. 
Between the 98th and lOOth meridians is an irregular zone showing lower gross 
income per farm than either the more humid eastern counties or the more arid western 
counties. 
Population changes from 1930 to 1950 for the 36 tmms in the six counties, 
consisting of Boone, Custer, Greeley, Howard, Sherman and Valley, vary greatly; 
losses have been substantial in most cases . Fifteen places declined 25 per cent 
or more, 26 lost more than 10 per cent, with only six tmms showing population 
gains. 
1/ Buffalo and Dawson counties are omitted in this comparison and many others to 
follow because of agricultural and population conditions which differ quite 
radically in the Platte River Valley from those of the more rural, dryland farm-
ing area to the North . The widespread use of irrigation in these two counties , 
for instance, has had a stabilizing effect on both agricultural production and 
income . 
2/ Other town and cities along the Platte River in this area also eA~erienced some 
growth . This has been mainly due to the effect of irrigation development, along 
with the excellent transportation facilities (both railroads and highways), on 
:industrial and bus iness expansion . 
-6 
Total population associated with these towns, including the townspeople, de-
clined nearly 22,000 (from 78,000 to 56,000) in 20 years. Total open country popu.-
lation, associated with the 36 centers, declined about 40 per cent (from 53,000 to 
33,000). These changes obviously involve readjustment in community life. In 1930 
an average of 1,500 open country persons were associated with each center; in 1950 
the average was down to 900 persons. 
Population trends in a given area depend upon the number of opportunities for 
making a living. Because of the decline in farming opportunities, most rural areas 
of Nebraska have shmm a downward trend for almost thirty years. The decline in the 
state's farm population from 1930 to 1950 represents a net loss from farms of one 
out of three persons. Such changes have come about gradually, but the total ef-
fects on the farm community are far-reaching. 
From 1930 to 1954 the number of farms in the state declined 22 per cent. I n 
the Central Transition Area, the number of farms declined over 24 per cent, and 
over 27 per cent for the six counties excluding Buffalo and Dawson Counties (see 
Figure 2). 
Boone 
Buffalo 
Custer 
Dawson 
Greeley 
Howard 
Sherman 
Valley 
Figure 2. North Section of the West Loess Hills and Eight 
Central Transition Area Counties 
Number of Farms in Selected Counties 
1930 1940 1945 1950 1954 
1985 1672 1571 1663 1531 
2429 2276 2094 2042 2000 
3735 3413 2976 2781 2625 
2086 1919 1817 1714 1759 
1171 956 850 830 Boo 
1553 1402 1301 1245 1201 
1466 1167 1112 1045 1021 
1300 1173 1101 1045 1038 
Pet. Decline 
'30 - I 54 
23 
18 
30 
16 
32 
23 
30 
20 
This adjustment trend has not yet run its course. Thus, opportunities for 
maturing farm youth are increasingly to be found in other parts of the growing 
national economy. The agricultural "plant", in terms of farm land, is not expand-
ing with population growth as is true of industrial ru1d business areas. The total 
labor force in the United States more than doubled from 1900 to 1950, increasing 
from 30 million to over 60 million; during the same period, the farm labor force 
declined more than 20 per cent. 
The growing knowledge among farm youth of more attractive nonfarm job oppor-
tunities is one factor in the movement of people away from the farm. A recent study 
of Sherman County shows that 70 per cent of the present farmers' sons who are away 
from home are in nonfarm occupations. In a study of personal plans of high school 
students in 1957, 6o per cent of the farmers' sons indicated that they were looking 
toward nonfarm occupations after graduation . 
Community Trends 
The communities in the study area are largely dependent upon agricultural 
imcome. This has been variable from year to year. The Sherman County (Central 
Nebraska) gross income per farm in 1929, '39, '49, and '54 averaged only 55 per cent 
of the state average. Individual farms, of course, varied greatly from this aver-
ages are substantially lower than gross income. For example, of the Nebraska aver-
age of $7,273 gross income in 1949, realized net was $3,964; out of $8,747 gross 
in 1954, the realized net was $3,304. 
As in the rest of the economy, specialization is proceeding in agriculture . 
Today, farmers look to other people to furnish supplies needed in production, and to 
process and distribute their products. Thus, the total income of agriculture must 
be divided three ways, with increasing shares going to the processors and distribu-
tors, and to the suppliers. These latter segments of the agricultural economy are 
not necessarily located in the farm community. As a result, income to these groups 
is not ahrays a part in the local income. 
If rural people are to understand and solve their problems, community life in 
the Plains must be examined in a context of Time-Distance. Local, state Md national 
organizations need to l ook at the distance factor ±n terms of the transportation 
FIGURE 3 
TIME-DISTANCE AND TrlE "EXPANDING" COMMUNI'TY 
(One half hour travel time -- 1915 and 1955 compared) 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
,' 
// 5 persons per square 
/ 
\ 700 square miles Pop . 3500 
· 10· · 
Farm Population of Selected Counties 
Square 
Miles 1950 1930 
Custer 2562 10,321 17_,424 
Greeley 570 3,034 5,722 
Howard 566 4, 204 6,767 
Sherman 570 3,855 6,482 
Valley 570 3,623 5,923 
Boone 683 6,085 9,548 
Total 5521 31,122 51,866 
(Per square mile 5·6 9.2) 
revolution of the past half century . The time-distance aspect of co~~unity life 
has special significance for the Great Plains, with its widely scattered and de -
clining f arm population . Modern transportation and highways have increased the 
radius of travel of dispersed populations (Figure 3) . Thus, the rural community 
has expanded in terms of famil ies, even where population density has declined as 
much as 50 per cent. Because of these changes, rural community service patterns 
have been altered and all local institutions have been affected. 
Since much of the farmer's gross income is used for family l iving and farm 
business expenditures, the total gross income of agriculture is one of the major 
resources of business communities of the rural county . 
Total gross farm income in Sherman County in 1954 was about $4,652,000; in 
1929, it was $3,296,000 . It cannot be assumed that all of the income remained in 
t he COQ~ty . Farmers of this county quite certainly spent money in other counties 
for consumption and production supplies. On the other hand, farmers from other 
counties spent part of their incomes in Sherman County towns. On the basis of 
trading patterns of the farmers intervie\-red in the Transition Area Study_, however, 
considerable "net" export of gross farm income seems probable. 
FARM FAl..fiLY LIVllJG AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Highlights 
Standards of living are steadily rising. While there is still a wide differ-
ence between the number of living conveniences of farm and city families , farm 
people are inc;··easingly "expecting" modern conveniences . 
"Requirements" for living, in terms of income are increasing as consumer 
standards rise. Farm income in the Transition Area varies from year to year, but 
family living requirements change little. More and more of the farm family living 
involves purchased goods or services . Thus, living t ends t o become a rising fixed 
cost. 
The six central Nebraska counties studied ha d an average farm income below th· 
state average, according to census figures, from 1929 to 1954 . This tends to be 
true in good or poor years . (Table l) . This creates difficult living problems . For 
example , less than one-third of 200 cooperating farm families in Sherman County haQ 
enough income in 1955 (a dry ytar) to meet actual living expenses . Other counties 
in the area show the same patterns of low income farms. 
The general level of living of any farm area is influenced by the average value 
of farm products sold. 
TABLE l. FACTORS IN FAMILY LIVING 
Census 
Years 
1954 
1949 
1939 
1921 
·Average 
Boone 
6t334 
5248 
740 
3462 
4074 
Custer 
6573 
6170 
1147 
3107 
4244 
Value of Products Sold 
Sel ected Counties 
Gr eeley Howard 
6973 5441 
5629 4956 
859 882 
3314 2382 
4189 3415 
Sherman Valley 
4556 6960 
4294 6556 
649 1294 
2354 3116 
2963 4481 
Net Income and Living Needs of Sherman County Operators 1955 
(200 Cooperating farmers ) 
Range of Net Income 
Nebraska 
Average 
8747 
7273 
1587 
3467 
5269 
Net income class 
Lowest 50 farms 
2nd 50 
Average cash after expenses 
3rd 50 
Highest 50 
Cash Household Needs Class 
Less than $2000 
$2000-2999 
$3000-3999 
$4000 or more 
Living Requirements and Income 
Pet. of Hslds 
27 
29 
33 
11 
$-673 
882 
1956 
4731 
Average Net Income 
$1153 
1107 
2247 
1972 
··12-
The Transition Area is lower then other parts of Nebraska in terms of the 
national level of living index. A large percentage of farm families in the area 
lack basic home conveniences. For example, only 30 per cent have central heating; 
only 46 per cent have telephones; only 45 per cent have running hot water and bath-
room (Table 2) • 
Living Standards and Levels of Living 
How doen family living compare with the living goals of rural people? 
Family living ... requirements" are not easily -defined and the toto.l cost varies 
from family to family. The committee listed consumer goods, services and practices 
they regarded as "reasonableu requirements for the farm family by committee 
standards • .. Included are: 
1. Home -conveniences such as electricity 7 refrigeration 7 povTer washer~ cold 
runningvater, bathroom, gas or electric kitchen stove, oil or gas heating, comfort-
able furniture, sewing machine, a good weather-tight house, etc. 
2. Food and clothing, including a balanced diet, adequate pasteurized milk, 
adequate. clothing in good repair, et~. 
3· Education . for children, including. high school graduation, vocational 
train~ adult education opportunity, etc. 
4. Communi.ca tion f'acili ties, such as telephone, radio, daily mail delivery, 
daily· newspaper and magazines, all weather roads, car in good repair. 
5· Other· recammenda.tions are: a good program of family and community social, 
cultural and recreational activities and facilities. They suggest that children 
should have home training in money management; that family consultation and pianning 
should be provided for; that farm and home records should be kept; that the house-
wife should have knowledge of the farm business; that health programs should be 
practiced. 
Table 2. Specified Level-of Living Items and Percent of 200 Farm 
Households Reporting !/ 
House of brick, stucco or painted frame 
1! rooms or more per person 
El ectricity in dwelling 
Piped water in dwelling 
Power washer 
Electric or gas refrigerator 
Radio 
Telephone 
Auto (other than truck) 
Takes daiJ_y paper 
Male head attends church 
~life at tends church 
Male head high school graduate 
Wife h i gh school graduate 
Percent · 
94 
52 
98 
78 
96 
96 
100 
46 
93 
70 
70 
71 
29 
43 
!/ Based upon Short Form of Scale for Measurement of the Socio-Economic Status of 
Farm Families, w. H. Sewell, Okla. Agr. Exp. Station. 
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Additional requirements were listed as "desirable". These include such things. 
as: latest modern conveniences; college education for the children; partnership 
arrangements to give youth experience in the farm business; farm home relocated on 
a good "primary" road; provision for convenient hospital service and emergency ambu-
lance service. 
These rec0mmendations recognize the steadily r~s~ng living expectations of farm 
people, as families "live in an expanding rural community" and have increasing 
contact with urban life. Such "advantages" involve a substantial increase in 
family' s budget. 
Standards of living reflect the "goals", and levels refer to the present living 
attainment of the family. These may be compared for a group of 24 farm families of 
the area (average age of family head, 25). Selected items nm·r "possessed" and items 
considered essential are indicated below: 
Electricity 
Gas for cooking 
Gas for heating 
Plumbing 
Automatic washer 
Hashing machine 
Automatic dryer 
Deep freezer 
Refrigerator 
Radio 
Television 
New car every four years 
Telephone 
High School education (children) 
College education (children) 
Vacation 
Hobbies - hunting, etc. 
Clubs, lodges, etc. 
Church support 
Now used by 
(families) 
24 
ll 
10 
13 
0 
2l 
2 
7 
20 
23 
6 
2 
9 
3 
12 
5 
Considered 
essential by 
(families) 
24 
12 
13 
23 
4 
22 
5 
12 
24 
23 
ll 
ll 
16 
22 
17 
14 
16 
ll 
22 
A review of the reports of the 200 cooperating farm families in Sherman County 
indicates that the above group of 24 young families are about average in terms of 
several of the items listed as now used. 
Average 1955 gross income of these 24 households was slightly higher tl1an the 
Sherman County average, but income after operating expenses was somewhat lower. The 
actual income was far below the level desired or considered reasonable: 
Average 1955 
Desirable 
Gross 
5,577 
10,630 
Net 
1,216 
5,558 
The "desirable" level presumably indicates goals of the young families, in terms 
of farm business plans and family requirements. The changing requirements during the 
family cycle, such as cost of rearing and educating children, is presumably reflected 
in the estimates of desirable income in these young families. 
-14-
Farm Income and Family Living 
Gross income from farm products sold tends to be lower in the Transition Area 
counties than the Nebraska average. Operating expenses take a large part of the 
cash income from farm products sold. According to 200 cooperating farmers in 
Sherman County, the 1955 average income after expenses was less than $2,000. On the 
lowest 50 farms (25%), farm ~perating costs were actually greater than the value of 
products sold; on the 50 highest farms, income after operating expenses was $4,731. 
Thus, many farmers (about 50 per cent) had little or nothing left for living expenses 
in that year. 
The farmer continues to use one traditional method to meet financial problems 
in poor years -- inventory reduction. The average livestock enterprise shows an 
inventory reduct ion of about 12 per cent from 1955 to 1956 (about $500). Such 
adjustments, in areas of high risk and uncertainty, are logical. 
It is·- indicated by the study in Sherman County that about half of the farms are 
too small. Some 25 to 30 per cent need to double present land resources to provide 
needed volume of business. Consolidation of two of these smaller farms -vrould appear 
to give reasonable opportunity for one family, and to make economic use of one set 
of machinery. 
Living needs vary greatly bet-vreen families. The size and age coraposi tion of 
individual households are important factors in living requirements. Living needs 
during the family cycle vary and thus resources to meet living requirements change 
during the farmer's working lifetime. According to studies of consumer requirements 
of farm families, Sherman County farm households interviewed in 1956 are distributed 
a s follows, in terms of meeting the 1956 cash living needs. Sixty-eight per cent of 
Per cent income less than 
Indicated living 
requirements 
(dollars) 
Less than 2000 
2000-2999 
3000-3999 
4ooo or more 
Number of 
families 
54 
58 
67 
21 
Net Cash 
58 
77 
66 
80 
indicated living needs 
Net Cash -1- Perquisites 
(33) 
(48) 
(56) 
(55) 
~I Value of farm produced food and use-value of house . 
~/ (Est) 
all these families had insufficient cash income in 1955 for their living needs. 
Most of the families reported postponementof some "needed" purchases, but many 
family expenses tend to be "fixed." 
What Can Be Done to Improve the Situation? 
l. Increasing farm income from products sold. 
Many of the present units are too small in terms of acreage. They should be 
enlarged to provide more adequate commercial farming and to provide income more in 
line with modern living standards. Such horizontal expansion would permit better 
use of rough land and would help conserve resources for the future. 
"Vertical" expansion, through livestock, permits added productive use of the 
f~eJt"1s time and can further raise the average income. Sound livestock enterprises 
should increase and stabilize production per acre and is in line with the soil re-
source combinations of the area. Wherever economic irrigation development has been 
possible, it has increased production and stabilized the farm income. 
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The Transition Area 1 except where irrigation is significant, is poorly ada_pt.e<.l 
to cash crop farming because of limited and variable rainfall. Large quantities of 
roughage in the form of pasture, hay and forage crops can be produced. Livestock tG 
consume the roughage cen provide a market for these products. Because of a limited 
local market for Grade A milk and other dairy products, beef cattle may offer the 
best opportunity. · -----
As farms a~e vacated through natural change, or through movement of operators 
out of agriculture, an opportunity is provided for holders of land to mak~ some of 
the needed adjustments in farm size and land combinations. If average per capita 
income in the rest of the economy is accepted as a reasonable standard, the average 
transition farmer needs to improve his position. 
The low income farmer often lacks capital to make needed adjustments. Off-farm 
employment can supplement income if it fits into the farm work schedule. Such 
opportunities are limited in predominantly agricultural areas. The Transition Area 
is not well suited to "part time" farming, and this does not appear to be a good 
long-run adjustment. Fixed farm operating expenses are rising, and tend to be un-
favorable to the operator of the smaller unit. 
2. Carefully planned expenditures. 
Farmin~ is largely a family enterprise, and expenditures for living and for 
farm production must compete for shares of the farm income. The lower the income 
the keener the competition between farming ends and family needs. Year to year, 
and day to day, many decisions as to use of current and prospective income are 
necessary; whether for added production, to improve family living, or for invest-
ment and savings. Evidence indicates that family living has high priority. At low 
income levels this tends to cut down on needed production expenditures. 
As income increases, living expenditures rise; but living expenditures tend to 
r epresent a lower proportion of the total income. According to a national study~ 
farm families in the u.s. having gross income below the u.s. farm average, use form 
50 to 75 per cent of their income for family living. They have little or nothing 
left for investment or savings. 
Farm families with income amounting to double the national average, though 
spending more for consumer goods, use only about 30 per cent of the total for family 
living; about 20 per cent of their income is left for investment and savings, and 
50 per cent goes for farm production. This indicates careful rationing of living 
resources in areas of low farm income. 
Operating expenditures are rising, but some planning can be done in the farm 
budget. Year-to-year investment in expensive equipment and improvements needs to be 
as realistic as possible to keep operating costs down. This applies to family 
living expenditures as well. While requirements are generally rising, purchase of 
new "goods" needs to be on a prioity basis and with all family needs in mind. 
Because of the uncertainty of income in this area, long-range planning is 
important. Annual budgets should include some operating and living reserves when-
ever possibl:e· 
3. Community planning ahd family living. 
As living standards in the rural community rise, more of the elements of family 
living are provided through local service institutions. These must be supported 
largely by the collective income of families in the community. Roads, schools, 
churches, health facilities, commercial services, etc. reflect the total income 
structure. 
l/ Elasticities of Expenditures for Farm Family Living. J.F.E. Feb. 1951. 
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While individual farm families have increased consumer purchases 7 farm families 
have declined in number; and total community spending patterns have changed. Be-
cause of changes in transportatior1 (roads and vehicles) 7 the earlier village center 
has become a part of a larger service system. Mar1y services now used by farm fami-
lies are in larger towns 7 or farm cities. This trend makes for increasing "compe-
tition" for the marlY smaller centers in rural areas. Modern cars ar1d highways have 
increased the r ·?,dius of travel of dispersed population 7 ar1d thus have greatly 
expar1ded the rural community. One of the problems of Plains communi ties is to plar1 
facilities in line with new community trends. 
In sparsely sett~ed rural areas such as this 7 public services and institutions 
are necessarily more expensive. For example 7 ~ducation needs to be organized to 
provide the best possible prep~ation for rurar youth 7 on an economic basis. This 
calls for careful study of enrollment trends 7 teacher-pupil ratios 7 and school 
programs. Present road systems are increasingly expensive in per family terms 7 and 
tocal highway planning needs to consider the service area as a whole. 
Local government should be adapted to the greatly reduced population and 
modern transportation. JL~ increasing per capita cost of public functions has 
resulted from declines in population 7 still in progress. Community organizations 
need to plan together ar1d cooperate in all social, c~tural and recreational 
activities. Many things Carl be done better together thar1 individually; cooperative 
action can increase the efficiently of many functions. 
A new town-country community partnership is indicated7 in terms of some organ-
ized services and association; common educational 7 cultural and commercial inter-
ests are increasing. To1vns are dependent upon farms for patronage, and farms are 
increasingly dependent upon t owr1s for services. Farmers retire in town; they go to 
church in tmm; they send their children to town high schools. The commercial 
farmer depends increasingly upon the town, in connection with his farm business. 
Can community life be "organized" on a tmm-county basis, to extend certain 
basic town services into the country? Can local government be modernized to give 
the farmer a formal part in community administration? 
Family living is increasingly bound up with community facilities 7 and rural 
life appears to need more than short range emergency measures. A reexamination of 
traditional patterns of rural community life may be in order; new conditions may 
call for a new approach to local institutions. The farm family shares responsi-
bility with towr1 residents. In the typical rural (towr1-country) community of this 
area, the country families are a majority; being considerably younger, they may 
have the greater "stake" in its future. 
Community planning associations, representative in character 7 could well 
initiate study and planning on an area basis. The established community pattern 
"made some sense" under conditions of settlement. In the massive urban-industrial 
development era, the thousands of smaller communities are left largely to their 
owr1 resources. In this setting, rural citizens must somehow "organize" efficient 
communit y life. In a sparsely inhabited area, with small towns, "economy of scale" 
in local services calls for careful planning. Opportunities for acceptable levels 
of family living can be improved, through better organization of community 
facilities. 
' 
'·I 
PROBLEMS OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
Factors in Adjustment Problems 
From the standpoint of community life, decline in population has created 
considerable disorganization. Usually the more sparse the population, the more 
expensive commu::-.i ty services are. 
Local business enterprises and services are affected by population changes 
in agriculture. One of the greatest effects on business opportunities in the area 
during the past several decades has been caused by the decline in farm population. 
From 1930 to 1950, farm population declined 38 per cent in the eight-county area. 
Total population of Boone, Custer, Greeley, Howard, Sherman and Valley Counties 
declined 28 per cent; farm population showed a 41 per cent decline. During the 
same period, the total number of farms declined from 15,725 to 12,305 -a 22 per 
cent reduction. This reduction inaumber of farril families and total numberofpeople, 
has had a depressing effect on the total demand for agricultural supplies and many 
consumer items. 
Along vTi th the large decline in farm population has been a smaller decline 
in non-farm population in the small towns and villages. At the same time some of 
the larger vTell located towns and cities of the area have had fairly large popu-
lation increases. 
During this same period, changes in the economy have taken place, affecting 
business opportunities. Changes in farm technology have increased demand for many 
farm supplies and created demands for others. As agriculture has become mechanized, 
the demand for farm machinery and equipment, the need for servicing of farm 
equipment, and the use of petroleum products and electrical power has grown. The 
rapid development of irrigation has created new opportunities for businesses 
servicing agriculture. At the same time, expansion in livestock numbers and changes 
in livestock feeding have increased the demand for commercial feeds and other 
services connected with livestock production. 
On the other hand, retail businesses in consumer goods and services, except 
for a few of the larger towns and cities in the area, have been losing trade. 
Fewer businesses are able to survive. In many small towns the quality and variety 
of goods and services provided by retail stores and other businesses has declined 
because of the limited population and consumer demand. In some cases, certain 
types of stores dealing in furniture, appliances, etc., where consumers have the 
opportunity to make choices, have disappeared from small towns due to slow turnover 
of goods. 
Community centers or towns are dependent, directly and indirectly, upon 
agricultural income. The gross income of farmers is one of the major resources of 
business communities in this area. Larger towns tend to have larger business enter-
prises and to serve more people per enterprise. They provide a wider range of 
servi'ces and serve a larger rural area. Thus, the service radius · .of a town tends to 
be related to its population, and to the number and range of its enterprises and 
facilities. 
With the improvement in major roads and private transportation facilities in 
the area during the past 30 or 40 years, the service radius of the larger towns has 
expanded. People now travel 20 to 30 miles in the same time previously required 
to go 10 miles. 
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As a result, the marketing and shopping radius of people within the Transition 
Area has been extended. Cities on the fringe or outside of the area now compete 
wit~ t he local towns in providing consumer goods and services. This is particularly 
true of items for which people tend to shop aro1md. As a result, smaller towns and 
villages have lost part of their "shopping" trade to the larger towns in the area. 
Farmers teni to buy cons4~er goods in the most convenient locations. They buy 
"convenience goods" in the smaller towns or villages, while "shopping goods" are ob-
tained in larger centers. For example, 14 per cent of food purchased is obtained in 
cities of 5,000 population or larger, 43 per cent is purchased in villages or towns 
under 1,000. On the other hand, 55 per cent of the clothing is purchased in cities 
over 5,000 and 9 per cent is purchased in places with less than .1,000 population. 
Because of the large number of small towns in Nebraska, most farmers are close 
to a local community center and often to several other smaller places. These towns 
have survived the earlier era of the self-sufficient farm community with a village 
center.. Many others have disappeared as larger or better located towns have 
expanded. 
The rural village is an important factor in the division of labor in the modern 
rura;L community. Many such "trade area" communities, composed of farm families and 
those who serve them, will probably remain as a trait of the Great Plains. But the 
former isolation is gone; most families now have frequent contact with one or more 
urban centers. 
These cities, because they serve a large number of people, can support a wider 
range of specialized services than the local small town. Farmers have come to rely 
mor e heavily on industry to provide them with many products as agriculture has be-
come more commericalized and family living standards have risen. This affects 
business in the local towns as well as in larger distribution and marketing centers. 
The small town, as a service center for agriculture, must adjust its services to 
those needed and demanded by the people it serves. 
Population has declined throughout most of the area, tending to reduce the 
demand for consumer goods. Patterns of consumption, or the items people use in 
living, have also changed. Expenditures for living, per person and per family, have 
increased (both tn terms of volume and value ) as the level of living has risen 
throughout the nation. 
Today, families are dependent upon the. business world and retail stores for 
many of the staples which they previously provided for themselves. Modernization 
of farm family l i ving has accompanied the electrification and mechanization of 
farming. This has increased the wants and needs of farm families, tending to 
narrow the gap between the wants of town and farm families. As the level of living 
continuea to rise, the w~uts of people throughout the area will continue to rise 
creating additional demands for consumer goods and servies. 
In spite of the decline in population, and adjustments which have taken place 
in consumer spending and purchasing patterns, there are not enough opportunities 
to provide jobs for many of the young people and other persons seeking year round 
employment. Non-farm jobs in business and industry are limited. As a result, only 
a small percentage of the young people have been able to stay in the area and find 
employment. Most of the people leaving h~ve had limited vocational training, 
guidance and counselling to prepare them for gainful employment elsewhere. 
Economic Base for New Business 
Every community continually faces the problem of adjusting business and 
industrial activities to the needs and demands of the people. If commercial enter-
prises are to be economically sound and stable, their activities must be founded on 
and geared to ~he economic conditions of the area they serve. Thus, co~munities 
must recognize and consider the conditions necessary for sound development and 
expand or adjust their business activities in keeping with these conditions. 
Trends throughout this area indicate that the population of the rural com-
munities, involving the smaller towns or "villages, will continue to decline in the 
near future as the farm population decreases. For the larger towns, as its shopping 
radius expands and industrial development continues, increases in population will 
probably continue. With levels of living improving people will demand more goods 
and services, tending to offset the decline in population for some communities and 
adding to the business opportunities for others. 
Even those towns in a position of disadvantage can improve the adjustments 
needed and develop a som1der economic base. This is true if they will make orderly 
adjustments in keeping with the goods and services people expect from them. 
Conditions Affecting Business Opportunities 
During the past 25 years, various trends and adjustments have t aken place 
throughout much of the area influencing the economic activities of the communities. 
Telephone, mail and telegraph services, particularly in the smaller towns and 
rural farm areas, have declined during the past few years. Telephone service and 
electricity is costly for farmers and residents of smaller towns as a general 
rule because of the small number of consumers in proportion to overhead costs. 
Lines and facilities are in poor shape. Telephone companies serving the area often 
refuse to take over small telephone operations. Lines and facilities must be 
rebuilt; cost share on 50-50 basis for labor and material is often required before 
they will take over the servicing and maintenanc~ of farm lines. 
Except for a few of the larger towns located on main lines, train service 
in the area is much poorer than it was 30 years ago. Passenger service has all 
but been eliminated and freight service has been reduced. There is little compe-
tition for truck lines operating in the area. Many companies charge union rates 
for hauling and pa.y help at the 11 going 11 local wage. Bus service is also poor or 
non-existent in much of the area. The only major hard-surfaced east-west highway 
is along the extreme southern edge of the area. Two diagonal feeder highways pass 
northwest through the area, but there are no north-south roads that are completely 
hard-surfaced. As a result, convenient all weather routes for traffic are limited. 
Today, carpenters, as well as many other skilled laborers, reside in the 
larger towns, such as Grand Island, Kearney, and Broken Bow. Most of the carpenter 
work in the rural communities is done by 11 outside 11 labor, which must drive 20 to 
50 miles. Pl~mbers and electricians also have followed the same trend. In towns 
above 2,000 population, the service is usually good; in towns below 2,000, the 
service is poor. As a general rule, automotive and implement dealers have mechanics 
with satisfactory training and ability. This is due to the on-the-job training 
provided by the major auto and tractor manufacturers. 
There appears to be a shortage of doctors in most of the smaller community 
centers of the area, with even some of the larger tovms experiencing the same 
problem. Young doctors want to locate in towns with good hospital facilities a~d 
good office arid clinical facilities. There are modern hospital facilities within 
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reasonable driVing distance for the majority of people living in the area; how-
ever J emergency ambllrihance service, first aid equipment 1 and persons qualified to 
administer first aid are lacking in many of the smaller communities. 
Favorable Factors for Business Development 
Several f~ ctors should make this area attractive to certain kinds of business 
and industry. In most cases, cheap electric power is available. Natural gas is 
also available in practically all towns, with opportunity for expansion of service 
and volume. Water for industrial use is available or can be obtained from streams 
or underground sources. Surplus labor can be found in almost all communi ties - botn 
men and women. Many farmers also could consider part-time or full-time off-the-
farm work. Expansion of agricultural production is taking place and additional 
expansion in the area due to new irrigation projects will be forthcoming. 
By 1975, the nation-wide needs for livestock production will have increased 
40 per cent (compared with the 1955-56 average). Crop production needs will 
increase 25 per cent. The Transition Area should be able to increase its agri-
cultural production equally as much during the same period. This increased live-
stock and crop production will provide expanding markets for agricultural supplies 
and s ervices. 
Unfavorable Factors for Business Development 
Many local people 7 businessmen and others, have negative attitudes toward 
new industry and busines~e s coming into their community. Some businessmen are 
afraid new industry would increase local wage rates and/or bring undersirable 
people into the communit;; . Certain kinds of businesses are not wanted because of 
obj ectionable odors, sue~ as rendering and meat packing plants , and unsightliness: 
such as iron works or junk yards. 
In other cases, residents, particularly those approaching retirement age 
and those already retired, fea.r that new industry and a dditionc•.l business activity 
in their community would increase the cost of living. As indic3teu in the 
f ollowing example, many people fail to see the economic opportlmities afforded by 
expansion of business in t heir community. 
"Several years ago, a businessman was interested in starting a small :me.nu-
facturing business in t he Trans i tion Area. He personally vi s i t ed many of t he 
towns 7 talking with peopl e of t he community and contacti.ng c iv;Lc and bus:Lne s s 
leaders. Fie waG :in-f:;er e .s+.ed in deter ;;i ning the att itudes o.f the l oca.l people towards 
i ndustr y and in f inuing suitable building faciliti es for his business. 
"In practically every community the response was t he same. The rent for 
unoccupied buildings suitable for his .needs usually was raised to exorbit ant 
l evels. The selling prices for usable buildings were raised to prohibi ti'.re levels 
when owners found out hi s plans. Busine~.smen were uncooperative because t hey were 
af raid that addi tirmal job opp')rtuni ties in their towns ¥rould f orce up t he wages 
they were paying employees. Local credit sources vi'ere unwil ling t o t ake a chance 
loaning capital for such purposes. Many people objected to the pos sibilit y of 
'~~suitable' labor coming into their town to work. In some cases the manufacturer 
was informed that his business 'just wasn't welcome or wanted in their town.' In 
pract ically every case 7 local people failed or refused to see the possibi~ity f or 
impr oving economic conditions through the additional employment and wealth such ax, 
i ndustry would bring into their community. 
''As a result, the manufacturer finally established his business in anottlc:r 
town . Over a three year period, this business has grown in volume from less than 
$100,000 to about $250,000 a year. The labor force has increased from six persons 
to over 15 at the present time. The presence of this business has added over 
~150,000 of new annual income to the town where the business is presently located 
and has helped to stabilize the economy of the community. " 
Enthusiastic support and promotion of the local commm1ity by its own leaders 
and citizens is lacking in many communities. This may stem in part from some 
peoples' attitudes towards new business and industry, but also is reflected by the 
indifference and lack of interest of others. 
Some communities lack adequate resources and facilities for new businesses, 
including capital and credit, raw materials, communications and transportation, a 
developed water supply and sewage disposal. In addition, inadequate recreational 
facilities, the lack of airport facilities, paved streets, adequate lighting, 
housing, schools and churches discourage outside industry from coming into many 
of the communities. The lack of skilled labor, poor communications and transpor-
tation facilities are also factors discouraging the location of new industry 
throughout much of the area. 
Approaches to Community Development 
If communities are to make satisfactory adjustments to their best advantage, 
careful studying and planning will be necessary. They must evaluate their oppor-
tunities to serve the economic and social needs of the people by first determining 
"why the community exists " through an area or community survey. They must de-
termine: (l) the goods and services people of the community desire, based on their 
wants and needs; (2) based on shopping patterns, how these wants and needs can best 
be provided; (3) the pattern of service people of the community expect, including 
churches, schools, health facilities, recreation and administration; and (4) the 
general economic trends of the country and of their community. To make it possible 
to do this communities need to inventory and analyze: 
1. The resources available, including both material and human resources. 
2. Changes which have taken place over the years and determine trends of 
changes which are apt to occur in the future. 
3· The favorable and unfavorable factors which affect economic and social 
development. 
From this analysis, factors which appear to be stumbling blocks to economic 
and social development can be selected for improvement. Efforts can be directed t o 
improving both economic and social conditions which make for progress in a com-
munity. Enterprises and businesses suited for development in t he area can be 
selected and effort s can be directed tmvards bringing about adjustment,s needed in 
busines s activities . 
All of t he many varying needs which have a bearing on the eco~omic conditions 
and t he social welfare of the area, must be considered in examining and analyzing 
the community. These include 
1. The production needs, supplies and commercial services required in the 
f arming sector of the economy . 
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2. The production needs, supplies, raw materials and commercial services 
required by business and industry. 
3· The educational, recreational, cultural, religious, medical and health 
facilities needed by the peo~e. 
4. The c :>nsumer goods and services demanded. 
5. The environment for family living; individual and mutual protection; 
leadership development, provision for individual recognition, and opportunities 
for service and the assuming of community responsibility. 
Any organization or committee for community development must include people 
from the entire community or area. Business and professional men, farmers, bankers 
and other credit representatives, housewives, young people, - all should be in-
cluded on community development committees. 
Leaders of organizations such as Chambers of Commerce, farm groups, churches, 
women's clubs, youth groups, and service clubs; and representatives from agencies 
and institutions serving the area such as teachers, nurses, SCS, ASC and Agri-
cultural Extension personnel, local government officials and ministers - need to be 
included in helping to direct and plan programs and projects for community develop-
ment. 
Some of the situations and conditions confronting the smaller communities 
are difficult for them to solve alone. In many cases such problems can best be 
solved by communities jointly considering their problems and cooperatively finding 
solutions. Thus, an area development committee including representatives from the 
various tovms in the area may be advisable and necessary for planning cooperative 
action. 
Community or area development corporations could be of assistance in helping 
local communities promote business and industrial development in the area. Such 
corporations can provide facilities and capital for establishing new business or 
for expanding small businesses already in the community or area. 
General Problems and Guides to Solution 
To aid local community leaders in appraising their situation and developing 
a logical approach to the solution of their problems, some of the major problems, 
are presented. They may serve as a guide for persons interested in studying plans 
for their own community. The methods used for the satisfactory solution of such 
problems must be in keeping with the needs and resources of each individual com-
munity. In order to insure careful planning and studying of all phases of the 
community's problems, to establish priority for their solutions and to bring abo~t 
orderly adjustments, an overall planning or commQ~ity development committee should 
be established. 
Problem l~ Insufficient business income and job opporttmi ties. 
The cmmnittee for community development must have the assistance of civic 
organizations, government agencies, public news agencies and others in conducting 
a complete inventory and analysis of its resources. From the results of the survey, 
an educational and informational program can be developed; materials and brochures 
about the area's production possibilities can be prepared to "attract" outside 
business and industry. Legislation could be requested and promoted to facilitatE 
the formation of community and area development corporations. 
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Problem 2,. .. Wide variation in busine~s activity du(; to the gr<.!at change: in 
farm, incomes trom year to year. 
Promote the development of irrigation to help stabilize farm operations and 
production; provide off-season and part-time employment; develop educational 
programs to promote balanced farming 7 and to inform people of ways in which they 
can stabilize t 2.eir incomes; and provide information concerning off-farm employment 
opportunities. Credit agencies, educational institutions and agencies, government 
agencies and others can all help in this. 
Problem 3. Lack of adequate credit to fit the conditions and needs of small 
businesses in the area. 
With assistance of bankers, c~v~c and business groups, the Small Business 
Administration and other government agencies, efforts need to be made to: 
co-ordinate policies of all credit ?gencies serving the community (or area); develop 
a crecit union to provide credit for business (similar perhaps to Production Credit 
Associations); and organize local and area development corporations to finance 
new businesses and to re-finance present ones for growth or expansion. 
Problem 4. Inadequate technical training and counselling for young people 
and adults. 
Improve and increase educational opportQ~ities for technical training in 
the public schools; establish training schools in the area to develop special 
technical skills of people; develop adult educational programs on community or 
area basis to prepare local people for employment elsewhere; design and provide 
management training for business people. 
The public schools, educational agencies of the government, civic and 
business organizations all must cooperate in improving vocational guidance and 
training. Such government agencies as the Small Business Administration, and the 
Division of Employment Security may also give assistance. 
Summary 
In developing a logical program of adjustment and development for the business 
commtmities, the people must recognize that this area is mainly agricultural. To 
encourage programs for business and industrial expansion in all the towns and 
villages of the area would be uselesss. Instead, individual communities must take 
a complete look at their available resources and how they can best be used or 
developed. In some instances, villages and towns may find the most logical 
solution to be one of orderly reduction of business activities in the future. In 
other cases, those towns well located in regards to transportation, communication 
facilities and other physical resources needed for expansion will probably find 
tha~ planning for economic expansion is justified. 
Since there is no set or established pattern of economic development for 
individual communities of the area, the people must think in terms of economic 
adjustment rather than economic expansion. The people of each separate business 
community also must recognize that many of their problems cannot or may not be 
solved satisfactorily by themselves. They must recognize that some of their 
problems can only be solved by cooperating 1-ri th neighboring communi ties. They 
must then work together as citizens of the combined area towards more practical 
solut ions. 
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With the previous statements in mind, the folld>:w;ing we ob.j~ctives. whiei!h peopb 
interested in starting community development programs should consider: 
A. Develop the awareness and interest of people in the social-economic 
development of their communities. 
B. ConsiCer ways and means of stabilizing or increasing income opportunities. 
c. Study methods and procedures for improving business and employment 
opportunities in the area. 
Most of the business and industrial development in the area is dependent o~ 
the stabilization or expansion of agricultural production and income. Any im-
provement in agricultural income is to the benefit of all business and industry in 
the area. As a result, business and industrial interests in the area should be as 
concerned with the improvement of agricultural income' as the farmers. An im-
provement in management, quality and level of production, development of irrigation 
potential, and soil and water conservation should be of utmost importance. The 
development of irrigation projects in the various river basins and watershed areas 
should be supported by all people in the area. 
Services and businesses the ~area. might aonsidar and promote .should generally 
be agriculturally oriented. Processing and pelleting of feeds, grain elevators 
and grain storage, and the production of farm supplies and equipment all are 
sui ted to the area and should find expanding markets in future years. The same 
holds true for processing plants and marketing facilities for livestock and live-
stock products. 
People throughout the country, as well as in Nebraska, are currently de-
manding more leisure time and facilities to provide recreational outlets for their 
leisure. Private and public interests throughout the area should seriously 
consider the development of natural resources for recreational purposes to satisfy 
local and area needs as w·ell as to attract outside tourist trade·. 
ADJUSTNENT PROBLEMS IN PUBLIC EDUCATIUN 
Rural life in the United States is in transition. Total labor force i1. 1..11'.; 
:1a-tion has doubled in 50 years, while the farm labor force has declined more tnar. 
]0 per cen-r.. As the economy has changed, rural community life has been affected 
in many ways. 
Rural population in central Nebraska has declined. Six transition cou1 .. 1..ies 
show a 28 per cent decline in total population from 1930 to 1950 and a farm popu-
lation decrease of nore than 40 per cent. 
The agricultural 11 industry" is changing. The total income to the industry 
~ust be divided three ways, with an increasing share going to the processor, dis-
tributor and the supplier. The processor, distributor and supplier are not alwayb 
located in the local community, and are not always reflected in local business 
income. 
The rural town or village·in Nebraska has other functions as well as busines~. 
Schools, churches and other organizations represent educational, religious, cultural 
recreational and social interests. The county seat represents several service 
agencies - rural school administration, extension service, public welfare, etc. 
The gradual adjustment of farm population to land resources duri~g the past 
25 years calls for corresponding adjustment in rural services. These tend to lag, 
because of natural human sentiments and established neighbor relations. Con-
structive change is often difficult. It calls for both community and intercom-
munity planning and effort. The smaller rural centers are still the place of small 
business enterprises to meet day-to-day needs of farm people. These may figure as 
a new type of rural business "specialization, 11 within a larger system based upon a 
city offering more complete services. For example, farm children are increasingly 
attending school in 11 town" (local village); religious activities are largely town-
centered. The average rural schooJ district in Sherman County has nearly doubled 
in size since 1949. 
Estimates from the 25 per cent area sample of farm families in Sherman 
County indicate that only two-thirds have children at home. Households with 
children would average about one per square mile, according to this sample; about 
half of these have children of elementary school age or under. 
Schools in Transition 
A strong trend to reorganization of rural education is evident. One-teacher 
schools are declining in number. In the past 25 years, the U. S. shows a 70 per 
cent declirle in one-teacher schools; Nebraska shows 35 per cent; Sherman County 
shows 45 per cent. Total enrollment in Sherman County one-room schools declined 
60 per cent during this period. 
These changes are associated with the sharp decline in farm population. Reor-
ganization of districts has not kept pace with decline in enrollment, but it may 
indicate active concern about school district units. The consolidation which has • 
taken place in the area has not always been an adequate solution. What looked good 
a few years ago may now be inadequate from the standpoint of enrollment. Many 
schools have less than five pupils. The low enrollments, being unstable, result in 
frequent closing of schools, or consolidation, as the nmnber of school age children 
in the districts vary from year to year. Out of 257 rural districts in 1957-1958 
(5 counties), more than 21 per cent were 11 Contracting." 
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lvlost secondary schools in the area are small systems~ in terms of enroll!ue:, t 
and tax valuation. Most of the high schools in the area have less than 100 
students; many have less thaD 50; and some have less than 25 students. 
In the smaller high schools~ the changes and year-to-year variations are often 
critical for school administration. The four public high schools in Greeley County 
had a total enr:: llment of 293 in 1931, for example, and in 1958 the enrollment was 
down to 174. This represents a decline of 40 per cent in 27 years. One of these 
schools went from 52 students in '31, to 23 in '58; one declined from 75 to 25 
students during the period. This suggests planned reorganization into high school 
systems providing enrollments of 150 or more. 
Elementary schools associated with the smaller secondary schools tend to be 
low in grade enrollments. With 50 (K to 8) grade students, grades would average 
less than 6 pupils; some schools would average as low as 3 or 4 per grade. The 
enrollment is generally declining, except where district consolidation has made up 
for local population loss; some of these show the trend to centralization, with 
adjoining one-room school districts coming in with a village school. While the 36 
centralized schools are not evenly distributed over the area, the average radius is 
about 5 miles. This suggests a pattern of central multiroom elementary schools 
largely based upon the 36 incorporated places. 
With the rising standards of education,increasing support needs to be supple-
mented by every possible economic adjustment. Though the people in the Transition 
Area have tried to keep their schools in central locations, this has not always 
been achieved. Many rural schools are today in "out of the way" places, in terms 
of the families with children; some small "centralized" schools {elementary and 
secondary) are too close together in view of sparse population. 
The widely dispersed and declining population presents many problems. It 
calls for a new order of community cooperation and long range planning on an area 
basis. The local school program is part of American education; rural youth will 
not necessarily live in the locality where they are reared. Thus, the state and 
nation i:qcreasingly share "responsibility" with the rural community in the support 
of education. Present school tax levies of the area range from less than 20 mills 
to 88 mills, indicating a need for a new look at local school support. 
As teaching standards rise, qualified teachers will be in short supply. 
Salaries must be adjusted to provide incentive to attract and hold well trained 
teachers. To "encourage" young people to enter teaching may not be enough. Being 
a "dedicated" teacher has real satisfactions, but the economic status of the 
teacher does reflect the value placed upon education by the community. At present, 
the proportion of inexperienced beginning teachers is high, in t.he area, especially 
in rural schools; 25 per cent are teaching their first or second year. Tqrnover 
is high in the one-room schools; 83 per cent of the cooperating teachers reported 
two years or less in the present school. Fifty per cent of elementary teachers 
and 34 per cent of the secondary teachers in centralized town or village schools 
have been in their present position 5 years or more. 
Secondary School Problems 
Most of the high schools represented in the present survey have inadequate 
enrollment; with low enrollments, the changes and year-to-year variations are often 
critical for school administration. Changes in enrollment create many practical 
problems. Where population is declining as in most counties of this area, school 
reorganization needs to recognize population trends. Low enrollment tends to 
affect school standards and to limit educational programs. 
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l'he school bus .i.1as increasingly come into use. Operat.iO!i or' school t.Jt,::;::,,_., 
)Ver some of the local roads has been a problem in the area. 
High standards for schools are regarded as of great importance by co.l!ll!.i t. t_e,_· 
:aembers. . Full account is taken of geographical conditions, the population dis-
tribution in the area, and the indicated future school population. But, for a 
high school in -'::his area to best serve the people, it should have· a minimum en-
rollment of 150 pupils in grades 9 through 12. It should have a well ~ualified ru.d 
trained faculty with major preparation in each of the following areas: 
1. English 7· Homem!i\king 
2. Social Studies 8. General Shop 
3· l-iath 9· Physical education 
4. Science (both boys and girls) 
5· Commercial 10. Foreign language 
6. Agriculture 11. Music 
12. Art 
The high school should provide ade~uate guidance and testing program. TherL 
should be opportunities for athletics, plays, etc. Extra-curricular activities 
should not be so important and time-consuming that they detract from a student's 
regulo.r class work; more emphasis should be placed on scholastic achievement. As 
far as possible, every rural high school student needing transportation should be 
permitted to ride to school on a bus, free. Where location of isolated farm youth 
make this uneconomical, the district may need to provide mileage allowance to 
parents. 
Grades 7 and 8, where possible, should be made a part of the high school 
program to best utilize building facilities and teaching personnel. In most cases 
bus routes serving high school students can also provide transportation for the 
7th and 8th graders of the area. Present high school attendance areas, of course, 
do not correspond to school district areas. The latter, now in process of ad-
justment, need to be re-examined in terms of future enrollment, tax valuation and 
efficient organization. Improvement of education in these areas of increasingly 
extensive agriculture are not simple; they call for broad planning, witn a long-
n.nge view of community changes. Local · "emergency" solutions are often expensive. 
Elementary School Problems 
The centralized elementary schools, generally associated with secondary 
schools, show enrollments ranging from more than 200 to less than 25 pupils. Whilt 
these centralized schools are not evenly distributed over the area, the average 
radius of the 36 incorporated places is about five miles. Community and area 
plruming would make for more orderly consolidation of the rural districts, with 
diRtricts having centralized schools. In general, the systems of highways and 
-:ountry roads are related to the incorporated places. Thus, the reorganization 
would follmv an existing pattern of high-vrays. Considerable economy in future bus 
r0utes could result. 
Open country school teachers indicate a wide· range of enrollments. In 100 
rural schools reporting, an average of more than one-third of the grades had only 
one student; with average enrollment of ten, pupils per grade averaged less than 
two. 
The highest average number of pupils ln any one grade is 1.94 kindergartenerG, 
.-rhich means that competition is low. Sixty-two per cent of the schools reporting 
.·:ad a pupil or pupils in the first grade; a total of 116 pt:tpil.s or ·an average of 
L R8 first graders per school. In the 100 reporting &chools, 38 had no first 
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graders, 33 had one first grader , 17 had two first graders, and so an acro&s the 
li...'le . The average school had a total enrollment of 10 .1 pupils. 
Distribution of Pupils in One Hundred Rural Schools 
Schools b~ Number in Grade : Average 
School Total . Pupils 
Grade Pupils None One Two Three Four Five+ : in grade 
K 124 36 34 14 8 4 4 1.94 
lst 116 38 33 17 9 3 1.88 
2nd 99 46 26 15 ll l l 1.83 
113 39 29 20 
,-- l 1.85 3rd ) 0 
4th 128 29 44 12 9 2 4 l. 59 
5th 123 30 37 18 12 2 l 1.61 
6th 109 39 33 17 10 3 1.69 
7th 109 42 27 20 6 3 2 1.88 
8th 95 45 28 19 4 3 l 1.71 
Average 10·1 
It is difficult to compare the rural cone-room schools and the central 
elementary school. Individual schools vary greatly . No attempt will be made ~o 
compare experience and truining of teachers; importance of the greater "competi tior•'' 
in the larger class; differences in program standards; differences in teacher 
tenure. 
In a given grade the teacher does have more time with the class in the 
.centralized school; the third grade may have nearly three and one-half hours with 
the teacher. In a one-room school, on the other hand, the "class" (av. l or 2 
pupils) may have one hour and 20 minutes. Similar differences are indicated for 
other grades. The sixth grade shows 4 hours and 30 minutes with the teacher in 
-~entralized schools, and one hour and 40 minutes in one-room schools ( av . l or 2 
pupils). 
Conclusions are beyond the scope of this report, but the above examples 
illustrate an important difference in the schedules. A teacher with several grad.es 
to teach will have many different preparations to make; each one cannot be given 
adequate attention. There is not enough time in the school day for each class 
to have sufficient discussion time with the teacher; generally there are not enough 
children in the classes. 
Community Approach to School Readjustment 
, 
Community standards will play a large part in the l •ture of education . LocaJ 
families must take responsibility for the educational program available to their 
children. Others can provide information, but local citizens largely determine 
e ducational standards. High schools, today, should offer advanced courses in the 
basic subjects to prepare students for higher education and for their role as 
citizens in the challenging future. They should have well-equipped libraries, 
laboratories, shops and modern instructional material; and should have the guidance 
of well-trained teachers. 
Elementary schools should prepare every pupil for the secondary schools . A 
sufficient number of teachers assigned to duties for which they are fully prepared . 
and pupils enough to justify employing these teachers, is a reasonable standard 
.L'or elementary education . The financial base must be large enough to provide 
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adequate su.pport f or such a program. Dist ricts should be orgauized to provide equ.al 
opportunity for all pupils to participate. in a complete and adequate program of 
education. 
Many communities, torn between r1s2ng taxes and the hope of buying a good edu-
cation for their children, are asking significant questions. Hovr important is edu-
cation? Can we afford the education our children need? Hmv can we separate sound 
JUdgment and false economy? How should the educational dollar be spent? Certainly, 
the education provided today, and its universal application, will determine in large 
measure the form and face of civilization tomorrovr . 
The first step in school improvement is public understanding; good programs 
call for reliable information. Community discussion can discover what education 
problems are being faced, their relative importance, and local thinking on best so-
l utions. The Nebraska School Districts Reorganization Act grew out of widespread 
public concern; it provides that the CoU11ty Superintendent of Schools call a meeting 
of school boards to elect a reorganization committee. Members should be interested 
citizens, with broad understanding of public education and community needs . This 
group might well recruit a s tu~y committee to gather information on the local 
problems. 
Such a committee should be representative of the "co!Ih-nunity"-- the high school 
attendance area, or the local shopping radius. It should include f arm pe ople and 
representatives from business and the professions . It should include an interested 
high school superintendent as an exofficio member. The committee can seek help from 
the State Education Department, the Univers ity of Nebraska, the County Superinten-
dent of Schools. It should be limited to interested persons, to permit constructive 
exchange of views as well a s open-minded fact finding. Suggested areas for stud0' 
are: 
Present attendance areas (centralized and rural) 
Shopping center areas 
Church attendance areas 
Population trends (past 30 years) 
District valuations and levies (information at Court House) 
Roads (outlook for improvement, maintenance, etc.) 
School buildings (outlook for future needs) 
Reorganization laws (group must be well-informed and prepared to supply 
reliable i nformation) 
The study committee members will need to devote generous time to this effort. 
Only after extensive work and discussion will they be ready to "report back" to the 
commm1ity. Their goals should be the best possible education program for the child 
and wise expenditure of the tax dollar. 
FARMING PATT&RN OF THE FUTURE 
Farming is becoming more and more dependent on resources supplied by non-farm 
sources. Tractors now supply the power once provided by fartn raised horses and 
mules. Gas and oil have replaced grain and hay as a source of power 11 fuel. 11 Com-
mercial fertilizer has largely replaced the legume crop in many areas as · a source of 
needed nitrogen. These, and other similar changes have resulted in a large scale 
substitution of cash expenses for non-cash costs on farms. 
Mechanization of field operations .is one of the chief factors which has made it 
possible for a farm worker to produce . enough for himself and_ more than 20 other 
people today; in 1940, he was able to produce only enough for h~elf and 10 others. 
The increase in productivi t y per farm worker during the last 20 years has been tre-
mendous (Figure 1) compared to changes in productivity before that time. The 
increase in farm productivity has taken place at a much more rapid pace than the 
downward adjustment in farm population. 
Several consequenc.e s of mechanization are of. great significance to farming. 
Substitution of the mode~ tractor for horses has enabled a farm operator to farm 
more land. Distance from farmstead to field has become :much less iJD.Portant. Fewer 
farmers are needed to produce the crops and livestock required by consumers. 
Changes in methods of raising and harvesting crops together with rising prices 
have increased the farmers' capital investment in ~chinery. Mechanical corn 
pickers or picker shellers have all but eliminated hand picking of corn; the intro-
duction of the combine led t o the replacement of grain binders and the "community" 
thrashing machine; the self- tying baler has been widely adopted in place of loose 
hay handlinp; methods. 
Figure 1 
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Investments in corn pickers, combines, and hay balers have meant not only tha l 
the amount of money invested in machinery has increased, but that fixed overhead 
costs (depreciation, interest, taxes, and insurance) also have increased. In order 
to hold fixed costs down on a per acre or per bushel basis, it is necessary to use 
machines on a reasona~y large acreage. In many, if not most instances, this has 
meant that the farmer who bought high cost machinery has needed more land than he 
previously had ·i.. eel"l farming. Thus mechanization has served as a contributing factor 
toward farm erllargement. 
At the same time that mechanization and other technological developments have 
been introduced into farming operations, changes also have taken place in costs and 
patterns of family living. Standards of living have risen bringing the living 
pattern of farm families closer and closer to that of the 11ci ty cousin. 11 Here again, 
investments and day to day operating expenses have increased. Items such as 
electricity, bottled or natural gas, and radio or television -- which were once 
"luxuries" for farm families -- are rapidly becoming "necessities. 11 These rising 
standards of living and the associated ~ncreases in costs of living have also 
brought added pressure for larger farm units capable of producing enough income to 
enable the farm family to enjoy the new living conveniences. 
This trend tovmrd mechanization with its accompanying capital requirements for 
boGh operating and investment purposes is of particular significance in the Tran-
sition Area. The substitution of cash costs for non-cash costs has made the farmers 
expenses less flexible . In an area of low and variable rainfall where resulting 
crop yields are also relatively low and highly variable, margins between income and 
costs are not large, even with average yiel ds. Any below average yields mean even 
smaller margins. Under circumstances where yields are reduced substantially by 
drought, income may be reduced to a point where it is too small to cover even the 
cash costs of living and farm operation, let alone items such as depreciation, 
int erest on the investment, and the farmer's labor and management. In some re-
spects, t he crop farmer in the Transition Area now is more apt to incur actual 
losses under poor weather and price conditions than before some of the changes in 
farming t ook place. 
Changing conditions make it difficult for farm families to meet fixed cash 
principal and interest payments under unfavorable weather and price conditions. 
Important contributing factors include: (1) the rising, relatively fixed costs of 
living; (2) changing attitudes of farm families toward family living expenses and 
payments on indebtedness; and (3) the increasing chances of financial loss as a 
result of drought conditions. 
Figures supplied by SCS soil scientists (Table 1) indicate that a considerable 
amount of land in the ~ansition Area classified as Class IV and VI1 is being used 
beyond its capability. The top soil has been largely or completely eroded away on 
a large part of this ki nd of land. In many instances, a considerable portion of 
1 Class IV land is land adapted to continuous cultivation provided row crops are not 
used more than 25% of the time. It is recommended that such land be kept in grass 
or gras s and legume 50-75% of the time. 
Class VI land is land too rough to farm and should be left permanently in grass. 
2 Capability as used here refers largely to the intensity of cultivation which can 
be carried on vTi t hout undue soil loss di.<e to erosion (probably not more t han five 
to seven tons per acre per year). 
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the s~bsoil has been washed away, too . Under these conditions, present yields are 
~sually low - too low to meet average total costs of production . Yet, farmers . 
continue to farm much of this land . 
Table I. C~ostion of The Central Loess Hills By 
Capability Class and Land Use* 
Capability Class: I, II, III IV v VI 
Total Acres 1,157,394 790,186 10,343 529,724 % of Total 37·5 25.6 0.3 17 .2 
Acres Cultivated 906,167 460,170 ------ 125,051 % Cultivated 78 .3 58 .2 ------ 23 .6 
Acres in Grass 2o6,057 303, 579 ------ 391,263 % in Grass 
.L7.8 38.4 ------ 73 .9 
Acres of Other 45,170 26,437 ------ 13,410 % of Other 3·9 3.4 ------ 2.5 
VII 
596,706 
19.4 
43,012 
7-2 
549,053 
92 .0 
4,641 
0.8 
* From 1953 Conservation Needs Inventory, scs for parts of Boone, Buffalo, 
Custer, Dawson, GreeJey, Hmvard, and Sherman counties ... as summarized by 
Robert Pollock, Soil Scientist, SCS: Kearney, Nebraska. 
It is doubtful whether many farmers are fully aware of their crop production 
costs on a per acre basis; nor are they a1vare of how the value of crops produced on 
spots of Class IV and VI- land compare to these costs . Few farmers are fully almre 
o~ how farm earnings might be affected if this land were used for grass. 
Even if a f armer were aware of his production costs, he might still continue tc 
farm such land. Assuming that he does not have more productive uses for his labor 
and machinery, he must choose between (1) leaving the land idle, (2) cropping it 
even though the value of the crop produced is less than his total per acre cost 
(including fixed costs), and (3) putting the land to grass and using it as hay or 
pasture. 
His problem is "how can I make the most or lose the least?" As a rule, the 
amount of depreciation, taxes, insurance, a.'1d interest on the investment in ma-
chinery w·ill not be affected greatly, whether he farms the Class IV and Class VI 
land or not . Consequently, he may figure (correctly) that since he must ,stand thes< 
costs anyway, he does not need to charge any of these fixed costs to the crop grovm 
on the Class IV and VI land. 
Under this kind of reasoning, anything he receives from such land in excess of 
his cash costs will be to hfu benefit . For example, even though a farmer realizes 1 
that his total cost of producing corn amounts t o $25 per acre, he knows that hiS " 
cash costs amow1t to only $10 per acre or less. If he can get 15 bushels of corn 
per acre, worth $1 a bushel, he has made at least $5 or more than if this land had 
been left idle and no other use had been made of the . labor and machinery . 
If he puts the land to grass, there will be a period of two or three years 
while the grass is becomir€ established during which little or no income will be 
realized. This is an important consideration for many farmers. In addition there 
is a question as to how his farm earnings will be affected during the next f~ve to 
ten yea~s by putting such land in grass as compared to what they might be if he 
farmed :tt. The effects of erosion on crop yields usually are not obvious from one 
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year to another. To most people, changes in farm income during the next few years 
are much more important than the relatively unknown effect on productivity fifteen 
or twenty years later. · 
Leasing practices may hinder regrassing of land unsuited to cultivation, too. 
A landlord .in this area_ usually receives one-third of the crop and stands none of 
the fuel costs or seed (except legumes). Under these circwnstances, even though 
yields op. such land are lm·r, his share· of the crops produced may be wo1:th more than 
the amount which he could get from the land if it were in pasture. 
Another thing which keeps some Class IV and Class VI land in cultivation is it~ 
location with respect to other land, and convenient fence arrangements. For example, 
it may be that a narrow "neck" · of Class IV or Class VI land extends out into an area 
of Class III cropland. It may not be practical to fence out such an area. Rather 
than treat the area separately, most farmers would favor treating it the same way 
as the rest of the field. 
Table 2. Crop Yields in 5 Transition Area Counties, 1920-1958 
CORN (Bushels): 
1920-29 
1930-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
l.JHEAT (Bushels): 
1920-29 
1930-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
OA'IS (Bushels): 
1920-29 
1930-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
ALFALFA (Tons): 
1920-29 
1930-39 
1940-49 
1950-58 
Custer 
23.4 
10.4 
17.8 
24.6 
12.9 
12.8 
15.5 
20.8 
25.6 
17.6 
19.2 
20.3 
2.1 
1.2 
1.5 
1.6 
Greeley 
25.3 
'10.7 
18.9 
27.4 
14.4 
11.3 
15.1 
19-3 
25-5 
15.7 
19-5 
22.1 
2.1 
1.1 
1.5 
1.5 
Howard 
25.6 
12.2 
21.4 
26.6 
15.3 
13.8 
15.0 
20.8 
26.8 
19-3 
23.1 
21.8 
2.4 
1.4 
1.6 
1.7 
Sherman 
23.3 
9-4 
18.7 
25-5 
14.5 
11.6 
14.5 
18.3 
26.0 
17.0 
20.5 
19-3 
2.2 
1.1 
1.6 
1.5 
Valley 
25-5 
10.3 
20.2 
33-0 
15.3 
11.8 
15.8 
19-9 
27.2 
18.5 
22.5 
21.6 
2.2 
1.2 
1.6 
1.6 
During the last 20 years, many new technologies have been introduced which 
1tight be expected to increase per acre yields. Mechanization has made it possible 
to improve the timing of field operations; the introduction and use of hybrid seed 
and improved varieties has resulted in increased yields under experimental con-
ditions; larger amounts of fertiiizer have been used; and some conservation 
practices have been put into effect. Yet crop yields have actually declined, on the 
basis of comparison of crop yields during the 1940's with those of the 1920's. 
Abandonment of wheat and oats has been heavy in comparison to corn. This can 
be partially explained by the fact that these crops can be plowed ·u.p soon enough to 
be replaced by other crops. By the time it becomes apparent that the corn crop is 
going to be a failure, it is frequently too late and too dry to put in a catch crop. 
Hen~e , a smaller percentage of corn acres planted are abandoned. 
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Table 3· Per Cent Abandonment of Crops FlaE"LedJ l)!3' ( ~1958 
Custer Greeley Howard Sherman Valley 
(~ORN: 
1937-39 10.0 21.0 11.7 23 -7 ld .7 
1940-49 3 -3 2 . 4 3 -3 5-3 3 .8 
1950- 58 8 .0 7 .8 6.3 6.1 9-0 
WHEAT: 
1937- 39 35-7 41.7 39 -0 52 . 7 39-3 
1940-49 18.7 18 . 5 25.2 23 .3 17.2 
1950- 58 16. 0 15.4 15.3 15 -9 20 . 3 
OATS: 
1937- 39 22 .3 38 . 0 11.3 31.3 13 -3 
1940-49 16.3 9- 0 11.7 14 . 6 12.0 
1950-58 18.3 16.6 15 .6 16.7 14 . 3 
Moisture) or the lack of it) continues to be one of the chief limiting factors 
T,o crop production . Yield reponses to the use of fertilizer are limited by the 
amount of available moisture . 
Average income per farm has been lower in the Transition Area than in the 
t o the east or to the west . This is largely due to low yields) and relatively 
'rol ume of business per farm. 
Cust er 
Greeley 
Howard 
Sherman 
Valley 
•rable 4. Gross I ncome per Farm in Five Transition Area 
Counties in Census Years 
1954 1949 1939 1929 
$6)573 ~6)170 $1)147 $3Jl0? 
6)953 5)629 e 59 3)314 
5J441 4)956 882 2)382 
4)556 4)294 649 2)354 
6)960 6)554 1)294 3)116 
Table 5 gives an idea of the size and nature of farm operations in several 
selec ted counties in 1954. 
Table 5 - Average Income and Per Cent of Income Received from 
Crops - Livestock and Resources Used on Farms (1954 Agr . Census ) 
I t em Howard Vall ey Sherman State Av. 
Av . Gross Income $ 5)441 $ 6) 960 $ 4) 556 $8)747 
Av . Net Income to Labor) 
Mar1agement and Capital 2)252 2J366 1)654 3)3o4 
Crops Income % 20% 24% 26'/o 35% 
Livestock Income % 8o% 76% 74% 65% 
Av. Size Farm (Acres) 282 363 337 472 
Tot al Capital Investment 31)700 35)200 27) 500 NA 
Mont hs Available Labor 
Per Farm 21. 5 20 .8 21.4 NA 
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Table 6. Crop and Livestock Production (Averag~ ) on 24 F-e.riJ.S 
of 320 Acres in Size, Sherman County 
Crops Acres 1! Livestock Number 
Row crops 82 26 Milk cows 6 
Small grains 45 14 Beef cows 14 
Other crops 12 4 Yearlings 9 
Alfal fa 41 13 Calves 15 
Sows 5 
Subtotal 180 57 Hogs 4 
Pasture, hay and waste 140 43 
Total 320 100 
Total Labor Requirement 15-16 mo . 
Cor.clusions and Recommendations 
Since many of the problems are closely related to dryland farming, the com-
mittee has confined its discussion of farming problems to those of dryland farms. 
Farms should be large enough to provide full-time employment at a reasonable 
wage for the operator and his family and a fa.ir return on the current value of capi-
tal items. 
Volume of business can be increased through the operation of more land, 
handling more livestock, or through higher rates of production . Generally, the 
opportunities for part-time farming in the area are not good at the present time, 
except for those who live near Grand Island and Kearney . In most cases part-time 
off-farm job opportunities are not close enough for farmers to consider. 
Wherever water can be had a t a reasonable cost, either from an irrigation pro-
ject or from a well, irrigation should receive serious consideration as a means of 
increasing and stabilizing the production of the farm . Numerous examples of oper-
ations where irrigated cropland has been combined very successfully with dry hill 
land pasture can be observed in Dawson County . 
The f ollowing points should be kept in mind : 
a. More information is needed concerning the availabil ity and cost of ground 
water for irrigation. 
b . More extensive test holes and borings are needed to more completely map 
the underground water supply . 
c. Well and irrigation equipment costs can be held to a illln1mum only when 
used to capacity. Irrigating in the spr ing and fall (when needed) will spread the 
fixed costs over more acres and should increase net returns . 
At present many farms are too small to provide full - time employment for the 
operator or his equipment . Some livestock programs require large amounts of feed 
and labor but a relatively small amount of land; income per acre tends to be high. 
Where livestock programs of this kind do not seem feasible or practical, two or 
more small farms could be combined into one operating unit large enough to provide 
profitable employment of one family and one set of machinery . Present day mobility 
of farm machinery permits farming parcels of land which are several miles apart. 
Such combinations can be vrorked out on either a purchased or rented basis . 
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Generally speaking, landlords should encourage and help their tenants to se-
-. :.u-e enough land to make full use of labor and machinery available. In the long 
run both the landlord and tenant will gain financially from longer tenure, better 
land use, and improved farming as a result of the tenant's ability to justify bette1 
equipment. 
Some isola ·.ed small parcels of land cannot conveniently or economically be coii!-
bined into single operating units. Such parcels can be rented or sold to operators 
of moderately large farms in the area. 
In some instances, farm families vill be displaced. In many instances, how-
ever, such adjustments can and Ifill take place when farms are vacated through re-
tirement, death or voluntary departure of farm operators. Those who are faced with 
the problem of finding employment in other parts of our econo~ need help in finding 
out where jobs exist, uhat the requirements are, what they pay, living costs, etc. 
Credit institutions and real estate dealers can help in advising purchasers 
~oncerning the size of unit needed. In general, farm credit is not a serious 
problem in the area. Short-tern and long-term credit normally are adequate and 
available. In many cases the farmer restricts the use of credit in his business, 
thereby restricting possible production on his farm. Because of wide variations in 
~rop production (due to weather variations) and prices, the type of credit which 
would provide for loans that could be paid off over a ~~ree to ten year period is 
not readily available. This type of credit needs to be more closely related to the 
farmer's character and managerial ability. More educational work is needed to 
acquaint people with the possibilities and limitations of various kinds and sizes 
of farm units. .!mle ertoneiCi'n aiad 'US& of ClfeMt. should be guided a ccording to ·these 
principles. 
Care and good judgment needs to be exercised by farm families in purchasing 
new buildings and machinery. Farmers should decide on the kind of farming they 
wish to do; think in terms of how much money will be needed in order to meet the 
:1eeds of the family; find the farm; and then equip it with the kind of buildings ani 
::tachinery needed to do the job. 
Errors can be made by buying buildings and machinery that are too small to do 
the job; more frequently, they are made by buying more costly buildings or machines 
than are really needed. The latter is especially true in the case of machinery. 
In buying either buildings or machinery, the guiding principle should be: "What 
kind of a purchase will serve to maxj_mize farm earnings over a period of time? t• 
Factors other than just the cost of operating the machine itself need to be con-
sidered. Other considerations might include the kind and amount of labor available 
effect on amount of production, effect on quality, etc. 
It is generally recognized that a farmer can hold down his machinery and 
equipment (and building) needs if he can specialize in production - with a minimum 
of different kinds of machinery for crop production as well as livestock pro-
duction. Buildings and equipment should be flexible so that they can be used for 
new enterprises as they are needed or become profitable and practical. 
In view of the uncertain amount of moisture available, farms should be organ-
ized and operated in such a way as to provide as much flexibility as possible to 
allow for this uncertainty. 
Improvement in the use of land will come gradually. As farm units become larg 
enough to provide reasonably full employment of farm machinery on the more pro-
ductive land, farmers will be more inclined to retire land such as Class IV and VI 
to grass. The present Great Plains Program and Conservation Reserve Program offer 
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possibilities for farmers to obtain financial assistance in (1) establishing t.he 
grass, and (2) bridging the gap between the time such land is taken out of pro-
duction and when it can be used by productive livestock for hay or pasture. Edu-
cation directed at improved land use (both physical and economic) needs to be con-
tinued. Likewise, the assistance offered farmers through SCS and ACP payments must 
also be continued. 
Leasing arrangements need to be re-examined in an effort to see whether ad-
justments in leasing practices could be made which would provide answers for some 
of the problems in the area. Leasing arrangements are associated with the amount 
of risk borne by tenants, land use problems, farm enlargement, etc. 
Crops commonly grown in the area at the present time include: 
Grain Crops 
Corn 
Hheat 
Oats 
Barley 
Grain Sorghum 
Forage Crops 
Alfalfa 
Forage Sorghum 
Sudan 
Grasses 
Native grasses 
Brome grass 
Intermediate wheat grass 
Based on average annual county yields over the past 30 years, cash crop farming 
appears to be a high risk enterprise, (See Table 7). 
In order to assure as favorable moisture conditions as possible, the practice 
of summer fallowing for wheat and forage production should be encouraged. The com-
mittee feels that it would be a profitable practice. During dry periods, at least, 
farmers should be encouraged to produce grain sorghums in place of corn. Experi-
mental data have indicated that grain sorghums will out-yield corn under dry 
weather conditions, partly because of its superior ability to survive and recover 
from . long dry periods. Since some close-grown crops are required in a cropping 
sequence, fall planted small grain crops are needed to replace spring planted small 
grain crops. Such fall planted crops would provide a better alternative from the 
standpoint of erosion control (winter cover for the land) and profits. 
Due to the low rate of soil moisture recharge, alfalfa should not be used in 
the regular cropping sequence. Twenty or tw-enty .. five years may be needed to re-
build the subsoil moisture removed by alfalfa. If sweet clover is used, it should 
not be plowed until May or June of the second year, if it is to be followed by 
wheat, or perhaps not until the spring following the harvesting of the seed crop if 
it is to followed by row crops. This would permit the soil to store up moisture in 
each case for the crop to follow. Under some conditions needed nitrogen may be 
supplied by commercial fertilizer at a lmver cost than by legumes. The use of 
nitrogen fertilizer has not proven profitable when soil moisture is seriously 
limited, (See Table 8). 
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Table 7. Average Annual Yields of Principal Crops 
5 Transition Area Counties*, 1920-1958 
ir. 
Corn Wheat Oats Alfalla 
(Bu.) (Bu.) (Bu.) (Tons) 
1920 32.6 9-8 29 .8 2.8 
1921 26.4 14.8 14.8 2.3 
1922 21.6 14 .0 19 .8 1.9 
1923 32.4 11.0 33-8 2.4 
1924 23 .8 19.2 30.8 2.7 
1925 29 .0 14.8 26.0 2.0 
1926 13 .8 9 -4 13 .2 1.6 
1927 31.0 20.8 29.0 2.2 
1928 lj.2 16.2 28.6 1.8 
1929 21.6 14.8 36 . 4 2.2 
1930 29.6 21.0 37-4 2.6 
1931 13.6 18.8 18 .8 1.2 
1932 15.4 14.0 29.4 1.6 
1933 20.2 11.2 7.6 1.3 
1934 2.0 4.6 6.2 0.7 
1935 7-4 11.8 28.4 1.5 
1936 2.4 14 .2 8 .8 0.7 
1937 3-2 6.8 8.4 0.7 
1938 8 .0 11.6 21.8 0.9 
1939 5.6 8 .6 9.4 0.7 
1940 3-8 6.6 9-0 0 .6 
1941 13 .2 9 .8 24.2 1.1 
1942 22.2 18.6 26.2 1.5 
1943 16.4 17 .0 21.4 1.4 
1944 25 .8 10.8 13.2 1.9 
1945 22.2 24 .8 31.0 1.8 
1946 13.8 17.0 18 .2 1.7 
1947 19 .4 18 .8 27.2 2.0 
1948 31.4 13.4 21.8 1.8 
1949 25 .8 15.0 17 .4 1.8 
1950 30 .2 17 . 2 19.8 1.7 
1951 23.4 14 .2 28.4 1.9 
1952 26 .4 20 .6 14.6 1.6 
1953 21.0 17.0 15 .2 1.3 
1954 20.6 15.8 21.0 1.3 
1955 12.4 18.2 16. 4 1.1 
1956 19.2 14.4 14 .4 1.1 
1957 46.4 24.8 32.4 2.1 
1958 44.0 36 .4 26.6 2.1 
*Custer, Greeley, Howard, Sherman and Valley. 
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Table 8. Effect of Levels of Soil Moisture and Ni t rogen :t 
Yields of Dryland Corn. North Platte, Nebraska 1954-56 
Depth of Soil Wet to Field Capacity 
Amount of Nitrogen2Applied at Planting Time (lbs./acre) 2 feet feet 
Yield in bushels 
0 9 28 
20 7 29 
40 6 31 
80 6 29 
1 From work by R. E. Ramig and F. E. Koehler, Assistant Agronomists, Nebraska 
Experiment Station. 2 Ammonium Nitrate fertilizer side-dressed when corn was 8-12 inches t all. 
feet 
32 
41 
44 
45 
Specialized crop production may increase income for some farmers. Such crops 
as ~afflower might be considered. In addition, certified seed production of crops 
which are novr grown in the area could be especially adopted to irrigation farming, 
including grass as well as grain. Although such a program may not be practical on 
dryland operations becuase of unpredictable rainfall, farmers should recognize the 
opportunity to "cash in" on grass seed crops in years when conditions are favorable . 
Livestock 
Since the dryland portion of the Transition Area appears to be poorly adapted 
to cash-crop farming, more attention needs to be given to organizing farms on a 
livestock-oriented basis. 
In view of the large amount of roughage produced in the area in the form of 
pasture, hay, and ot her forage crops, livestock programs ordinarily should be built 
around roughage-consuming livestock. 
Successful dairying (milk production) depends on a dependable supply of high 
quality succulent feeds during the growing season both for summer pasture and for 
the winter feed supply. Under dryland conditions, the dependability of such a feed 
supply is questionable. Fluid milk production is moving in the direction of bulk 
handling. Bulk tank equipment costs the user anywhere from $1,000 to over $3,000 . 
Studies in other states indicate that at least 25 to 30 cows, each producing 
8,000-10,000 pounds of milk, \-!Ould be needed to justify an investment of $2,500-
3,000. Small farms cannot support a herd of this size without the purchase of 
additional feed. 
OpllOrtuni ties for selling grade A milk are limited because the market for 
fluid milk in this area is limited. The demand for butter is decreasing. In ad-
dition, more and more of the butter used is being manufactured from factory-
separated cream. Bulk handling appears to be coming into the picture for manu-
facturing milk also. Except for highly specialized farms and those with irrigation 
where labor, buildings, and equipment may make it feasible, dairying fits into the 
Transition Area livestock program chiefly from the standpoint of supplying the 
needs of the individual family. 
Beef cattle are capable of h~~dling large amounts of roughage. Small farms 
cannot handle large numbers of beef cows because of limited feed supplies unless 
they buy additional feed. With small herds, the costs of labor and of breeding are 
high on a per covr basis. The amo1l!lt of beef which can be produced from a given 
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quantity of feed is smaller with a beef breedi ng herd than with calves purchased i :, 
the fall, wintered, and grazed the next summer. The tendency seems to be for 
farmers to gauge the size of cow herds to the carrying capacity in good rainfall 
years. This results in .severe overgrazing in drought years or in forced selling o£ 
livestock. It would seem advisable for those who keep cow herds to carry only a s 
many cows as could be taken care of in drought years; adjustments to surplus feed 
conditions coul l be made by c~rrying over part or all of the calf crop. A purchase 
calf-steer operation can be readily adjusted to meet any feed conditions. 
From a financial angle, cows offer good security for the farm operator. Once 
the cow is paid for, there is little cash opera~ing expense involved and the risk 
of being hurt badly by price changes is at a minimum. Good cuying is important to 
the success of a purchased calf-steer operation. The f armer who is inexperienced 
or who is a poor buyer can avoid the difficulty of buyi ng by keeping a cow herd or 
by employing an experienced buyer to buy calves for him. 
Although the pu;'chhs e of calves does require considerable capital, it also 
lends itself to the kind of financing which bankers prefer in that loans can be 
closed once a year. Feed supplies, cattle prices, etc. can t hen be studied by the 
banker and the feeder for the year ahead. 
The purchased calf·~steer operation should be confined largely to wintering 
and grazing, or a roughage program. Lighter cat tle might be more desirable in that 
production per pound of f eed is higher, capital requirements are smaller, and risk 
of loss from price decline s is less. 
Grain f eeding is becoming more and more specialized and competitive. In ad-
dit ion, capital requirenents would be higher than for roughage programs. Cattle 
fed during the winter and sold in the spring sell for lower prices than if sold in 
the summer er fall (all classes except common cattle). Pasture conditions are not 
favorable to summer feeding. 
Although presently there are not many sheep raised, the possiblity of keeping 
an ewe flock is worth considering. The danger of gauging the size of ewe flocks to 
good crop years is similar to that with the beef breeding herd. 
There is a place for farmers in this area to include hogs in their farm organ· 
izations. In view of the variable feed grain supply (due to weather), the enter-
prise must be kept flexible. Investments should be kept low. Flexibility can be 
achieved by: (1) expanding or contracting the size of the enterprise in line with 
feed supplies; (2) buying extra feed as needed; (3) selling feeder pigs in some 
years; (4) buying feeder pigs in years when there is plenty of grain. Income from 
hogs will serve to supplement income from cattle, filling in between dates when 
cattle are sold. There is relatively little risk of actual monetary loss with hogs 
if adequate feed is on hand. 
A large proportion of poultry meat and eggs is now produced in large, highly 
specialized units. The increase in efficiency in the use of labor associated ,nth 
this kind of production has made it possible to produce poultry meat and eggs 
cheaply. Margins of profit per unit of product are extremely small. Processors & 
not like to handle small numbers of poultry products lacking in uniformity as well 
as they do large numbers all of uniform size and quality. Therefore, the economic 
future of the small poultry flock does not appear to be favorable except for fami~ 
use . 
For small farms there is limited opportunity for intensive production of 
br oilers, turkeys, hogs, and cattle. Contract feeding may help provide the capit~ 
needed and help c0ntrol or reduce the operator's risk. In some instances, the 
feeding operation might become the main enterprise with crop production as more o~ 
les s of a sideline. 
Variablity in grain and forage production, one of the major problems of the 
area, has an important effect on livestock production. Livestock production on 
most dryland farms should be set at a level slightly below that which could be main-
tained with average grain and forage production. Farmers should then be encouraged 
to maintain feed reserves at least to carry them through one year of emergency. 
This is particularly true for those maintaining high quality (either grade or pure-
bred) breeding ~erds. In times of drought periods covering several years, it may 
prove more profitable to sell roughage carried over, rather than buy cattle to feed. 
Cooperative livestock agreements might also be arranged with advantages to all 
parties involved. Several farmers, for instance~ "\-Tho wish to specialize in dairy 
production, beef cow herds, or feeding cattle, may want to feed some hogs too. 
They may very well find it uneconomical for all of them to spend time raising their 
own pigs. Yet they might enter into an agreement to get their feederpigs from one 
member of their group i.rho is set up to farrow pigs. This farmer could t hen special-
ize in raising feederpigs and with the assurance of the needs of his neighbors, plaL 
a profitable enterprise which would be to the advantage of everyone involved. 
Vertical integration, as evidenced in recent years~ has been introduced into 
agriculture for specific reasons. Feed companies have used various types of con-
tracts to increase the sale of their feeds and to develop a dependable "short-run" 
demand. Packing plants and distributors have entered into contractual agreements 
with farmers to improve the dependability and regularity of supply of certain 
product s such as eggs, broilers, and turkeys. Such arrangements have also helped 
to improve the quality and decrease the variation in both the quantity and the 
quality of these products. As a result, this has made procurement less of a problerr. 
and increased profits for those outside of agriculture who have developed such 
programs. 
Contractual agreements can be made in the production of almost any livestock 
or livestock product. The following reasons can be given for farm operators being 
interested in integration: 
a. Reduces their risk in the farming operation. 
b. Provides a means of getting technical assistance on management pro~lems. 
c. Provides a means ui" securing additional capital for the ousiness. 
d. Some of the integration contracts provide for specified price premium 
for quality products. 
It is generally agreed, however, that most experienced farmers who are good 
managers and have sufficient capital can make greater profits if they· own or bave 
complete control of the resources they use. Whenever contract agreements are made 
in an effort to obtain more capital to get help with management, or to reduce risk 
and uncertainty, some profit opportunities are given up by the farmer. One method 
of reducing the amount of profit given up is for farmer-owned cooperatives to sup-
ply the additional resources that farmers gain from contract agreements. 
Livestock throughout much of the area are of poor quality for various reasons . 
Rainfall variation (which causes variation in crop production) causes changes in 
herd size. As a result, breeding animals are sold off during drought periods, and 
added to the herd when feed becomes plentiful. Because of limited pasture and 
for age on the average farm, most herds are small. This tends to discourage goo0 
breeding and high quality. A common practice is to keep milk cows but use a beef 
bull. Heifer calves are kept from these crosses, and result in low production -
both in miU: and beef. Credit and capital limitations also may discourage or re-
2b:ict f armers from buying and keeping good breeding stock. 
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In trying to encourage "up-grading" and improving quali t y of livest,ock Pl'\J-
duction , several thinGS may be done. Specialization in livestock product ion o: . 
individual farms can be encouraged and artificial breeding can be emphasized as 
a method of up-grading br eeding in small herds. Production testing of both svrine 
and cattle is also needed to encourage better quality. In addition, the organ-
ization of livestock associations may improve the market structure as well as iJn-
,.,rove the lives+.ock. Areas of action might include: (1) the cooperative sellir.t; 
r.attle, hogs , a~d sheep; and (2) cooperative buying of cattle, hogs, and sheep. 
